CNA Media Team Meeting Minutes  
Tuesday Sept. 3, 2019, 6 - 7:30 p.m.

Nancy - Oct Line Up Review  
Did a review per story line up and we are fine for Oct

Nov Line Up Review  
Review story line up for what we have right now  
Veteran tribute - Steve will write voices as a veteran to appear during the month in which Veterans day happens  
Retro Game Bar - story idea  
Thanksgiving story?? Food bank story asking for help to donate to others via boxes, cooking, featuring food and clothing stresses and opportunities to help. Heather will research. Marsha will talk with a few friends to see what is available in our neighborhood to gift to or get from.  
No Mural Yet **** MAYBE Maquette?? Potentially offer her and her volunteers a space in paper to take over murals and give submissions every month instead of trying to assign (or Nancy) every month  
Marsha suggested Atomic 66 story bc she promised story in Nov. --- moving cowboy to December  
Not sure what the gallery is on Alberta -- need to check in with Tamara that she is still good

We PROMISED to do a story in December about different food cultures so we need to think about other places to chat with. Aladdin is in and we will need to find 2 more.

Jezabelles and Oakhurst -- reach out for ads  
May want to do a testimonial ad about how effective ads are in CNews?

---- We should run an ad for writers ----  
Idea to do a testimonial ad for writers eg - this is Marsha and she has been writing for 3 years and this is why she loves it!! Marsha will be the first person to participate :) Gordon will email her to complete the ad.

Facebook - 433 members! More every day :)  

Gordon will do a few new banners when he has time. He will do one with a mural that is similar to what we have now and one for the holiday party to post a few weeks before event with all the info so it's easy to see.

Ad rep advertisement -- nothing yet. Will keep everyone posted.

And that's a wrap! See you all Oct 1st!